Ultra SPA Shampoos

Want to get squeaky clean? Our deep cleaning shampoos produce tingling suds that will get rid of your fur Funk. What shampoo stimulates your senses?

Ultra Spa Shampoos

**Cucumber Melon Shampoo**
You'll sit, stay and roll over this favorite fragrance. Indulge in my fresh honeydew melon with undertones of sweet cool cucumbers.

Ah... don't you feel re-woofed?

*05353 16 oz. Cucumber Melon Shampoo -12/case

**Peppermint & Grapefruit Shampoo**
Let your fur be lifted up with my energizing blend of peppermint & grapefruit. It'll make ya do a little dance, get a little boost, do the howl to night.

*05363 16 oz. Peppermint & Grapefruit Shampoo -12/case

**Rosewood Shampoo**
I'm in your expensive owners' perfume, but you can get the same Oriental Floral fragrance in a pet bottle. I'm fused with bergamot, tea, coriander and a hint of vanilla. Your owners may start to hit your bottle

*05361 16 oz. Rosewood Shampoo -12/case

**Juniper Shampoo**
Hey boys...sport this scent around the ladies. Engage in my conferous, woodsy sweet yet herbal clean world of fresh. Can I get a woof! woof!?

*05365 16 oz. Juniper Sport Shampoo -12/case

**Buttercream Shampoo**
I smell so good you may want to drink me. But please, save that experience for your fur. It will be quenched with my delightful rich vanilla cream. You will be beggin" for more.

*05366 16 oz. Buttercream Shampoo -12/case

**Pearberry Bliss Shampoo**
In a fur frenzy? Dip into my swirl fusion of ripe berries and juicy pears. Its' whipped sensation will tame your fur. Who's in a frenzy now?

*05367 16 oz. Pearberry Bliss Shampoo -12/case

**Cherry Apricot Shampoo**
Got a sweet tooth? So does your fur. So define it with a twist of candied apricots and cherries. It's a scrumptious sweet treat your fur will never forget

*05368 16 oz. Cherry Apricot Shampoo -12/case

**Sweet Ginger Tea Shampoo**
Your paw spa treatment is here. Exfoliate your dog senses with my nurturing blend of Echinacea and ginger extracts. This aero-matic potion is pure pooch pleaser.

*05369 16 oz. Sweet Ginger Tea Shampoo -12/case

Deodorizing Pet Shampoo

Were you charmed by Pepe Lepu? You don't have to hold your breath for long. Bath in our special patented formula to get the stench out. Both cats and dogs alike will be thankful.

816SHP 16 oz. Deodorizing Shampoo -12/case

820SHP 32 oz. Deodorizing Shampoo -12/case

830SHP Gallon Deodorizing Shampoo -4/case
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Premium Shampoos

Want a treat? No need to go to your paw spa. Our premium formulas will target all your fur needs. Take a dip and mutt strut in front of your envious furry friends.

Lavender & Chamomile Shampoo
Cry a river some other time, enjoy the calming blends of lavender and chamomile in this luxurious tearless shampoo. Even your puppies can leave your tears and fears by the wayside.
*03430 19 oz. Lavender & Chamomile Shampoo -12/case

Blueberry & Vanilla Shampoo
Bury those dead skin cells and dirt. Come clean by diggin deep into this refreshing shampoo fused with blueberry and vanilla. It's natural exfoliating activity will leave your fur renewed and refreshed.
*03431 19 oz. Blueberry & Vanilla Shampoo -12/case

Aloe & Jasmine Shampoo
Love your fur, keep it radiant. Take a dip into an herbal spa shampoo fused with aloe & jasmine. It will leave your fur smooth and softly scented. Your owners will not be able to stop petting you!
*03432 19 oz. Aloe & Jasmine Shampoo -12/case

Oatmeal & Shea Butter Shampoo
Give your fur a drink with this high moisturizing shampoo. You can never get too much of a good thing. So start howlin’ in a lush hydration bath that is fused with moisturizers and oat and shea butter. Let your fur soak up this much-needed moisture.
*03433 19 oz. Oatmeal & Shea Butter Shampoo -12/case

Coconut & Cream Shampoo
Roll out the red carpet and strut your new soft bright coat. Your newly washed coat will be brighter than the paparazzi camera flashes. It's all about the glitz and glamour. A relaxing fragrance of coconut and tropical island breezes.
*03435 19 oz. Coconut & Cream Shampoo -12/case

Sweet Pea & Blossom Shampoo
Hey sweet thing! What a well mannered K-9. Gorgeous on the inside and now on the outside with the help of my sweet floral infusion of soft petals, ripened raspberries, and cool pear.
*03436 19 oz. Sweet Pea & Blossom Shampoo -12/case

Cool & Clean Shampoo
Stinky dog! Get out of the dog house with my invigorating formula sure to freshen up your coat. After this bath you may be able to spend some quality time on the couch without being yelled at!
*03437 19 oz. Cool & Clean Shampoo -12/case

Baby Soft & Fresh Shampoo
Love the puppy breath and lol (lots of licks), but baby you've been up to no good. Try my soft gentle suds to freshen up your fur. My light, clean baby wipe fragrance will distract your new owner from that shoe you just chewed up!
*03438 19 oz. Baby Soft & Fresh Shampoo -12/case

Dry Mousse Shampoo

Mango & Pomegranate Shampoo
Have the shakes? Tired of the wetness? Foam it up with a bath that is dry as a bone and fused with berries and apricots. The time and effort not spent at bath time will leave you and your owner waggin your tails behind you.
*03434 8 oz. Dry Mousse Shampoo -12/case